Abstract-Scheduling aircraft landing is a complex task encountered by most of the control towers. In this paper, we study the aircraft landing problem (ALP) in the multiple runway case. We present in the first part, a mathematical formulation of the problem with a linear and nonlinear objective function. In the second part, we consider the static case of the problem where all data are known in advance and we present a new heuristic for scheduling aircraft landing on a single runway, this heuristic is incorporated into an ant colony algorithm to solve the multiple runway case.
I. INTRODUCTION
When an aircraft enter in an airport radar range (or radar horizon), it requires from air traffic control to assign it the authorization to land, a landing time and an appropriate runway if several runways are available. The landing time belongs to a predefined interval called landing window, bounded by an earliest and latest landing time. The earliest landing time corresponds to the time at which the aircraft could land if it use its fastest speed (which is not economical for aircraft) while the latest landing time depends on its autonomy of carburant.
Within the landing window, there is a target landing time that represents a preferred landing time and which corresponds to the time that aircraft could land if it flies at its cruise speed which is the most economical speed of the aircraft, it corresponds to the time announced to passengers. Any deviation from the target time causes disturbances in the airport. Consequently, a penalty cost is associated with each deviation before or after the target time of an aircraft. So, the objective is to minimize the total cost of penalties such as:
An interval of security between two successive landings on the same runway must be respected; 1) An interval of security that must separate two successive landings on different runways must be respected; 2) Each aircraft must land within a predetermined time 
II. PREVIOUS WORK
The aircraft landing problem (ALP) has been studied by several researchers in different countries. Abel et al. [1] presented a formulation of the problem as a linear mixed program which is exactly solved by a Branch and Bound algorithm (B&B), they present another approach by applying Genetic Algorithm (GA), a comparison of these two methods (B&B and GA) is presented. In [9] , V. Ciesielski et al. applied a Genetic Algorithm to the ALP in a two runway case. In [20] , A.T. Ernst et al. considered two versions of the ALP: the static and the dynamic one. They proposed both exact methods and heuristics for the resolution. J.E. Beasley et al. presented in [4] a mixed linear program formulation of the ALP in the static case; they resolved it by a method based on relaxation of the binary variables with some additional constraints. Computational results are presented involving up to 50 aircraft and 4 runways. A particular case in [6] has been presented by J.E. Beasley et al., they developed a heuristic population for improving the aircraft landing at Heathrow airport. They used this algorithm to solve the ALP in the dynamic case [5] . A.T. Ernst and M. Krishnamoorthy [19] presented two resolution methods, a Branch and Bound method and a Genetic Algorithm to solve the ALP. In the single runway case, J. Boukachour and A. El Hilali Alaoui [8] presented an application of a Genetic Algorithm. In [25] H. Pinol and J.E. Beasley presented a mathematical formulation of the ALP with a linear and non linear objective functions; they presented two approaches: Scatter Search and Bionomic Algorithm, computational results are presents involving up to 500 aircraft and 5 runways. N. Baüerle et al. are interested in reducing the waiting time of one or two runways in [3] ; they presented a model for the landing procedure of aircraft. In [2] K. Artiouchine et al. are more interested by the complexity of the problem, they discussed several cases solved in polynomial time and presented a compact mixed integer programming formulation to solve large instances of the general problem where all time windows have the same size. They proposed a general hybrid branch and cut framework. In [27] , M.J. Soomer and G.J. Franx studied the single runway arrival problem, they presented a local search heuristic specific to the problem where they assign a landing time to each flight taking into account the cost provided by the airline. This cost is related to the arrival delays of the flights. M.J. Soomer and G. Koole [28] used the aircraft landing problem to obtain an efficient and fair schedule with little cost for airlines. Their objective is to allow the airlines to provide different cost functions for each individual flight which has other characterizations different to its landing Improved Ant Colony Algorithm to Solve the Aircraft Landing Problem
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In this paper, we consider the aircraft landing problem on one and multiple runways. We present in the first part a mathematical formulation of the problem. In the second part, we present a new heuristic for scheduling aircraft landing on one runway. This heuristic is incorporated into an ant colony algorithm which we apply to the multiple runway case. Computational results are presented in the last section involving up to 50 aircraft and 5 runways.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the third section presents a mathematical formulation of the problem. In the 4 th section we give an adaptation of the Ant Colony Algorithm to ALP. The 5 th section presents a new heuristic to improve the scheduled landing time on a single runway. In section VI; we improve the ant colony algorithm by incorporating the heuristic presented in section V. Section VII is dedicated to computational results.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In the following section, we give a new mathematical formulation of the static case of the ALP based on the classical formulation presented in [4] .
A. Notations
We use for the formulation, the following notations: 
The following constraints show that there are two cases: i lands before j or j lands before i.
{ }
Note that in [4] , we found similar constraints:
In some cases, we can immediately decide if x ij =1 or x ij = -1. For example, if l i < e j then x ij = 1 and x ji = -1.
The separation constraints must be respected:
Let (i, j) be a pair of aircraft such as i < j and suppose that aircraft i and j land on the same runway, i.e. z ij = 1, (1− z ij = 0)
• If the aircraft i lands before aircraft j then x ij = 1, the constraint (4) becomes :
• If the aircraft j lands before aircraft i then x ij = -1, the constraint (4) becomes :
Since S ij = S ji , (The matrix (S ij ) is symmetric), we have:
We can conclude that the two situations, aircraft i lands before aircraft j or j lands before i, can be expressed by the constraint (4) . In [25] , H. Pinol and J. E. Beasley have considered the following constraint: ( )
Where M is a great positive number and Let (i, j) be a pair of aircraft such as i ≠ j and suppose that aircraft i and j land on the same runway, i.e. z ij = 1 (1 − z ij = 0)
• If the aircraft i lands before aircraft j then x ij = 1, the constraint (4a) becomes : 
− + ≥
We can observe that our mathematical formulation of the last constraint is an improvement of the constraint (4a). In the constraint (4a), we must consider N² -N relations (expressed 
The deviation before and after target time are expressed by the constraints (5), (6) , (7), (8) and (9) below:
We introduce the following constraint to express the fact that an aircraft must be landed on one runway:
The matrix (z ij ) is symmetric (12) link the variables y ir , y jr , and z ij :
Remark: However, if one aircraft i or j lands on runway r and the other doesn't, we must have z ij = 0, this isn't guarantied by (12) , we can introduce the following constraint:
C. Objective function
The objective is to minimize the penalty cost of deviation between the actually landing time of all aircraft and their target landing times. . (13) The mathematical program in this formulation is to minimize (13) such as constraints (1) - (12) If we suppose that intervals of security are symmetric, our mathematical program is to minimize (13) under constraints (1)-(3), (4a), (5)- (12) In [25] , another objective function is defined. The aim is to land the aircraft as soon as possible to their earliest landing time. This is expressed by the following function:
In this paper, we express this objective function by:
The complete mathematical program is to maximize this objective function under constraints (1) - (12) . In this case, the goal is to promote the advance of aircraft landing in order to use efficiently the runway.
IV. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) was first presented by Marco Dorigo in 1992 [14] , who was inspired by the collect behavior of natural ants. Based on this process, ant colony algorithm consists on a number of artificial ants in charge to find the optimal solution of a combinatorial problem and communicate through pheromones [17] . The Ant Colony Optimization has been initially applied on traveling sales man problem (TSP) to find the shortest Hamiltonian path in a complete graph [15] , [16] . Each ant constructs its own path and puts a quantity of pheromone according to its solution quality. The shortest path is the one with the greater quantity of pheromone. ACO was applied on both static and dynamic combinatorial problems including machine scheduling [24] , job shop scheduling [11] , [21] , vehicle routing [13] , [26] , [7] , graph coloring [10] , knapsack problem [23] , etc.
In this section, we propose an adaptation of ACO on the Aircraft landing problem in the static multiple runway case; this algorithm can be adapted to the dynamic case to take into account eventual uninspected changes in data such as the closing of a runway or the cancellation of a flight.
A. Graphical representation
In order to apply the Ant colony Algorithm, we define the following graphical representation of the problem. This is based on a bi-level graph. In the first level, we fix the available runways and in the second level the aircraft. We add two dummy nodes D and F corresponding respectively to the beginning and the end of graph. 
B. Construction of a solution
An ant begins its trajectory by the beginning of the graph corresponding to the node dummy D. First, it chooses the runway where it will insert the next aircraft; this choice may depend on the charge on the runway, or the runway that will be free sooner. After the choice of the runway, the ant has to choose the next aircraft to land on this runway; this choice depends essentially on the priority of the aircraft compared to the other aircraft and the memory of the ant colony. This In this case, we select the runway with the smallest number of aircraft, without taking into consideration the intervals of security. This probability rule can be useful if the intervals of security are the same for all aircraft but actually, they depend of the nature of aircraft. That's why, we propose another probability rule which selects the runway according to its availability time to receive new aircraft. It is expressed in this paper by the following equation: 
Aircraft selection
After choosing a runway r, the ant has to choose an aircraft for this runway. This choice depends on two parameters. The first is the priority of the aircraft such as the earliest landing time, target time, penalty cost of the aircraft. The second is the cost calculated after we assign a landing time to the aircraft using the assignment algorithm presented in the next section. A weight of these two parameters is the "information heuristic" of the ant colony algorithm. : Penalty cost of the aircraft j -β 1 and β 2 : Coefficients of weighting The other parameter that influences an ant's choice is the colony memory (i.e, pheromone trails noted τ ij initially fixed on a value τ 0 ). To summarize, the probability rule to choose an aircraft is expressed by: 
Assignment of aircraft landing times
This step is to assign landing times to aircraft while respecting the two constraints: − The landing time must be within the landing widow [e i , l i ] − The interval of security must be respected
We have used two heuristics to assign aircraft landing times. The first heuristic assigns the target landing time if it respects the intervals of security between the previous aircraft, otherwise, it assigns the earliest time which respects the intervals of security. It can be expressed as follows:
Where: O : Set of aircraft which have previously been assigned a landing time.
The second heuristic used in this paper just cares about the intervals of security between the other aircraft and respecting the landing time window. 
Evaporation of the pheromone trail
The pheromone trail is updated at each iteration end according to the following equation:
Where -ρ is a coefficient of evaporation ( ρ < 1 to avoid an unlimited accumulation of trace) -ij τ Δ is the quantity of trace left on the edge (i, j) by the colony at the end of an iteration: We introduce a new heuristic to improve the computed aircraft landing time in order to minimize the total penalty cost, in the single runway case; this heuristic will be incorporated into the ant colony algorithm which is applied for the multiple runway case.
Improvement algorithm
The improvement algorithm consists on reducing the total penalty cost made by all aircraft. The algorithm is applied on a sequence of aircraft which has already been assigned landing times, and it adjusts the landing time in order to reduce the total penalty cost. Before applying the algorithm, we have to set an order between aircraft and assign for them landing times.
Aircraft sequencing
The order between aircraft is set up according to priority rules which are based on the variables: -e i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the sooner earliest landing time; this priority rule can be used if we are interested by the maximal exploitation of the runway. -ta i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the earliest target landing time; We can choose this priority if we want to minimize the advance or late made by aircraft -l i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the earliest latest landing time, in order to avoid that, we assign a landing time after the latest landing time of an aircraft. -e i /Pb i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the soonest earliest time and which causes the most important advance penalty. -l i /Pa i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the soonest latest time and which causes the most important lateness penalty. -ta i /Pb i +Pa i : The priority is given to the aircraft which has the soonest target time and which causes the most important advance and lateness penalty. -1 /Pb i +Pa i : The priority is given to the aircraft which causes the most important advance and lateness penalty. To assign landing times to the aircraft we use the same heuristics presented above.
Adjusting aircraft landing times
The adjusting landing time is the most important step in the improvement algorithm; the aim is to reduce the total cost of penalty caused by all aircraft. Based on the landing times assigned to aircraft, we modify the landing time of a selected aircraft i, as follows: if the aircraft i lands in advance (resp. late), we increase (resp. reduce) its landing time by one unit of time, in this case we have to check the feasibility of the solution: the new landing time must respect the interval of security between the next (resp. previous) ones, if it is not the case, we have to increase (resp. reduce) the landing times of next (resp. previous) aircraft to keep the respect of intervals of security. We have to check that the new landing time should not be outside of the landing window; in this case we cancel the increase (resp. reduce) and keep the last feasible solution.
Remark:
If we increase (resp. reduce) the aircraft landing time, we check the interval of security with the next (resp. previous) aircraft only, because it always respect the intervals with the previous (resp. next) aircraft.
We can define two versions of the improvement heuristic: − Improving the landing aircraft time during the initialization (Parallel improving): in this algorithm, we adjust the landing time of each aircraft during its time assignment. − Improving the aircraft landing time after the initialization (Global improving): in this algorithm, we assign the landing time to all aircraft, after what, we adjust the landing time of the aircraft which increases the penalty cost. We apply the adjustment a number of iterations where in each iteration an aircraft is selected by the transition rule : We have tested both algorithms on instances involving 10 to 50 aircraft on one runway. We remember that these algorithms are tested on the single runway case in order to incorporate it in the Ant Colony Algorithm for the multiple runway case. The computational results are presented in table  3 and table 4 in section VII, we have tested the priority rules and both affectation heuristic.
A use case of the parallel improving:
Let be 10 aircraft waiting to land where the landing windows, the penalties and the security intervals are presented by the following tables: 1. The first step is to set up an order between aircraft according to a priority rule. Suppose that the priority rule is the earliest target time. The order is as follows: Aircraft(a i ) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 10 2 2. The second step is to assign a landing time to the first aircraft in the list (aircraft 3 in our case) by one of the assignment heuristic, let's apply the first one i, e.:
The aircraft 3 is assigned its target time which is 98 : For the aircraft 7, the calculated landing time is: 143 is greater than its target landing time, so we have to adjust time: 143 is greater than 138, then we reduce the landing time by 1 unit, so the new landing time is 142. We have to check the feasibility of the solution: The landing time of aircraft 6 is reduced by 1 unit to keep the feasibility of solution. If the penalty cost of aircraft 6 were 10 then the adjustment time will reduce the penalty cost from 5*30 = 150 to 4*30 + 1 * 10 = 130. On the contrary, if the penalty cost of aircraft 6 was 40, then the adjustment will increase the total penalty cost, in this case, we reject the new landing times and keep the last ones. The total penalty cost is: 700 which coincide with the optimal solution calculated by ILOG Cplex applied on the linear program of the problem.
VI. IMPROVED ANT COLONY ALGORITHM (IACA)
To improve the ant colony algorithm, we combine it with the improvement algorithm presented above. This algorithm is useful for scheduling aircraft landing times in order to minimize the total penalty cost. We called this combination "Improved Ant Colony Algorithm" (IACA).
The Improved Ant Colony Algorithm is illustrated as follows:
Improved Ant Colony Algorithm Dynamic case:
This algorithm can be adapted to the problem in the dynamic case where we consider two forms of effects: the cancellation of a flight and the closing of a runway. This adaptation is in the level of the graphical representation by the addition or delete of aircraft or runway. Ant Colony Optimization is a very robust heuristic which is known by its adaptation to the problems environment, whether there are changes or not.
VII. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
In this experiment we used a 1.6 GHz Intel Pentium M processor, 1 Go RAM. First, we present results of the improvement algorithms presented in section V. These algorithms have been tested on benchmarks involving up to 50 aircraft available on line in http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/info.html, where we fixed the number of runway at 1 runway. Secondly, we present results of ant colony algorithm and the improved ant colony algorithm using the same benchmarks and varying the number of runways from 1 to 5 runways.
A. Improvement algorithm
The table III presents a comparison between several priority rules to reduce total penalty cost (Parallel improving). The first column represents the benchmarks, in the second column we find the number of aircraft.
We note that the lower penalty cost is given by the second (T i ) and 5 th priority rule (2*T i / (Pa i +Pr i )) which are based on the target time T i and calculation requires at least 0.05 second of CPU time.
The second algorithm (Global improving) was run 2000 iterations. Table IV presents the total penalty cost calculated by priority rules.
As observed in the table III. The lower penalty cost is given by the priority rules based on target time (T i ).
Looking over those tables, we argue that results given by the first algorithm (parallel improving) are better than the second one in terms of CPU time and penalty cost. This is the reason why we choose this algorithm to incorporate into the ant colony algorithm. Bold values are those coincident with optimal solutions. They represent 80% of the total number of tests, whereas before the incorporation of the improvement algorithm the percentage of optimal cost does not exceed 32%.
The following figure illustrates the improvement of the hybrid algorithm over the ant colony algorithm.
However, the incorporation of the local search heuristic in the ant colony algorithm greatly increases the execution time compared to the ant colony algorithm, because additional calculations made at the time of assignment the landing time of each aircraft. We can observe that the graph representing the optimal values is almost identical to the graph representing the solution obtained by our algorithm. In 80% of cases, the optimal solution was achieved by our hybrid algorithm.
Table VI presents the computational results by applying the Improved Ant Colony Algorithm for the nonlinear objective where there is to maximize the advance made by aircraft.
The 3 rd column "Max" presents the maximal values given in [25] . For the instance of 44 aircraft and one runway, our algorithm could not give a feasible solution.
The following figure illustrates the values given by table VI. We observe that solutions given by our algorithm are comparable to maximal values given by [25] . They coincide with the maximum values known in 48% of the total number of instances. We note that the deviation from the maximal solution does not exceed 10% for 32% solutions, the deviation of 20% of solutions do not exceed 40%, 8% and finally the solutions are far from the maximum solutions.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed, first, a new heuristic for scheduling aircraft landing times on a single runway from an order determined by a priority rule. We compared several priority rules for test our heuristic. Secondly, we adapted the ant colony algorithm to our problem in the multiple runway case, we have combined with the new heuristic in the assignment of aircraft landing times level for each runway.
Our algorithm has been tested on instances available online http://people.brunel.ac.uk/ mastjjb ~ / jeb / info.html, involving 10 to 50 aircraft and 1 to 5 runways. We compared our results with optimal solutions obtained by ILOG Cplex. In the linear objective case, our algorithm provides solutions that coincide with the optimal solutions in 80% of the total number of instances, with an average deviation of 5% from the optimal solutions for 20% of instances that remain. Regarding the nonlinear objective, optimal solutions are unknown, we compared our solutions with those given in [25] . In 48% of the tests we made, the solutions provided by IACA coincide with the maximum values known.
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